We R Native: Trend Discovery
Native Youth - Health & Wellness Focused
Who We Are & What We Did

We convert the opinions shared on social media platforms into contextualized data and strategic insights for marketers. Applying research discipline and technological innovation, we create new ways to get closer to key audience cohorts by better understanding what they create and share on social media. *For this analysis, we looked at the organic opinions of self-identified Native Americans and Alaskans to best understand the latest trends in health & wellness for youth under the age of 24. Since January 1, we have collected 6.8 million mentions from these individuals.*

---

**Social Conversation**

- We monitor all major social platforms, including Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, Reddit, and Pinterest as well as articles (and subsequent engagement) from over 550,000 editorial outlets.
- We use human analysis for accurate sentiment and visual understanding, while identifying key trends in social conversations.

**Industry Expertise**

- We are experts in accurately identifying the meaningful and actionable conversations our clients care about.
- We work with media & entertainment, sports, food and beverage, retail, and lifestyle brands with industry benchmarks and insights in each.

**Our Data**

- 7,000+ Conversation topics currently tracking
- 6 Billion Social opinions collected since 2009
- 150 Million Opinions collected every month
Native youth were often mentioned in headlines focused on social justice movements – including climate/land justice and racial justice since March, health has been a key focus in editorial surrounding Indigenous youth – with mental health (especially depression and suicide) being large focuses in coverage, and often tied to the COVID-19 pandemic. Additional Indigenous health articles also focused on substance abuse. Coverage around Racial and Social Injustices for Native Youth spiked in late May – stemming from the Black Lives Matter movement surrounding George Floyd’s death. Native youth being mentioned in COVID-19 coverage referenced its impact on Natives lives – due to the little support they’ve received throughout the pandemic, and how Native youth are fighting to protect their Elders and provide/ensure their community gets what they need.

The graph above represents over 500 articles spanning the dedicated topic, with each color representing a unique theme. The legend callouts represent what themes received the most coverage or an increase in coverage compared to recent months.
Social accounts as well as general online sources that provide helpful information and tips on managing mental health have been increasingly engaged with by Native youth. Many were looking for tips on managing stress, anxiety, and depression throughout the COVID-19 pandemic and quarantine – and wanted their mental health to be supported, rather than judged.

Students especially wanted their mental health to be supported during these trying times and often expressed frustration and stress towards still needing to complete final projects or exams. Since the beginning of March 2020, Teens and College-Aged Native youth have mentioned mental health and similar topics (stress, anxiety, depression) nearly 1.5K times across social.

Native youth are becoming more open with their personal mental health throughout the pandemic – and ultimately more open to discussing it and understanding it. We should expect mental health to continue to be top of mind for these younger generations and work to provide valuable information and tips on ways to safely manage mental health, as well as ways methods for stress/anxiety relief and recharging.

People are dying at an unprecedented rate and being infected with an incurable virus and my university still wants me to write essays and final exams?! My mental health has been through the roof, my anxiety and depression has left me with depressive episodes stemming whole weeks and it seems like I can barely focus.
Now Trending with Native Youth:

**Native youth are comfortable engaging with conversations around sex, pregnancy, and abortion**

However, those discussing these sexually related topics were more likely to engage with posts and headlines around the discussion – compared to organically mentioning it themselves.

From recent social discussions, Native youth engaging with conversations around abortion trend in support of abortion – as some engaged with abortion funds and organizations. The Black Lives Matter movement has sparked a new push around Native youth discussing abortion – as many engaged with posts of how abortion is considered murder, but police brutality ending in death is often labeled as a misunderstanding or receives no consequence.

Recent pregnancy conversations have focused on headlines surrounding how pregnant Native women were being singled out for COVID-19 testing based off their race and zip code – noting how this was racial profiling. Additionally, mothers who experienced teen pregnancy (or their children) were happy to share their success stories of being a young mom – especially those that were single. They were proud to share accomplishments like finishing school, being independent from their parents (especially financially), or generally feeling like they broke a cultural norm/opinion.

More than 1.1K Mentions around pregnancy, birth control, abortion, rape, sexual assault, and domestic violence from Native youth since March 2020.
Now Trending with Native Youth:

Native-run meme accounts centered around Native culture have been an outlet for Native youth to connect with others

These meme accounts provide light-hearted content about different lifestyle and cultural aspects – with many posts focusing on COVID-19, living on a reservation, or family relationships.

Going hand in hand with this generation's openness to discussing sex and sexuality, they often share meme posts related to it. Popular joke themes include “baby mom/dad,” hooking up, mental health, and sexual safety.

Other Native youth are using dating apps as a way to stay connected or have companionship throughout quarantine. While the majority of youth are using it to stay in the dating scene, some specifically mentioned using it to help distract them from their anxiety or boredom. Some also mentioned that they were newly out of relationships and using the app to get back into the things they missed with their significant other, like flirting.

Young people online often seek to connect with others through humor – and their attraction to dating apps also lies in a need for connection. As we become increasingly physically disconnected through COVID-19 and quarantine, youth will continue to turn online for ways to stay in touch with friends and people with similar interests.
Now Trending with Native Youth:
 Movements to remove racist logos have brought conversations about Native youth mental health to the forefront

The BLM movement and recent calls for larger social change have revived the conversation about removing racist mascots/logos, with a focus on how these depictions affect mental health, especially for Native youth.

Native youth talk about the psychological effect of their culture being reduced to a mascot (frequently citing APA studies), noting that it harms young people and sets them up for self image issues well into the future. Because of this, advocacy for mental health resources is prevalent.

As younger people are looking for more mental health resources online, social channels should provide tools and links for them as applicable. They’re also continually seeking out online safe spaces where they can connect with others they relate to.

#23. Loudly speak out against Indian mascots. They are the commodification and dehumanization of Natives and have been empirically proven to harm the mental health and stability of kids.

#NotYourMascot

Did you know that it’s been proven that stereotypical Native imagery such as sports mascots has a negative effect on the mental health of Native youth?

Natives have the highest suicide rates at double the national average.
Now Trending with Native Youth:

**COVID-19 continues to have an impact on the way Native youth talk about access to healthcare**

Since the pandemic started in early March, there have been 245K mentions of the crisis as it relates to Native Americans. Native youth are using social media to **advocate for relief programs**, **share donation links**, and **spread general information about the outbreaks within the Navajo Nation**.

They’re also using their talents to help throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, **like by sewing masks**. They have a strong sense of urgency to help and encourage their followers to do the same.

This conversation has spurred **further discussion** about **access to healthcare and resources** for Native American communities.

Young people are likely to engage with celebrities who share meaningful, relevant social campaigns. Influencer/celeb advocacy could help spread messaging to a broader audience – potential partners include celebs like Mark Ruffalo or influencers like @kinsalehues.
Now Trending with Native Youth:

Native youth advocate for inclusive health resources/education for Trans, Two-Spirit, and Non-Binary youth

Since Jan. 1, there have been 7.5K mentions of Trans, Non-Binary, and 2S youth from Native Americans on social. Often, they advocate for more inclusion among generationally older communities and in governmental policies.

Youth often discuss the appropriation of the Two-Spirit identity by non-Natives, and seek to educate people on that specific self identification being reserved for Native people only. Movements for acceptance and inclusion have turned political, with many Native youth calling for larger social change.

Shareable resources (like infographics) could provide youth with easily circulatable graphics that can be shared to Instagram Stories and Twitter posts, helping them educate their followers. Accounts like @IYCFamily and @changingwomxn often repost or create these kinds of graphics.